We demonstrate our TagCaptcha image annotation system [2] . TagCaptcha presents the user with a number of images that must be correctly labelled in order to pass a human verification test on the web. The images are divided into two subsets: a control or verification set for which annotations are known, and an unknown set for which no verified annotations exist. The verification set is used to control against the tags provided for the unknown set. If the user provides correct verification tags, the tags for the unknown set are promoted. An image with a promoted tag must be validated by other users before it can be classed as annotated and added to the verification set. Given a partially annotated database, the images can be incrementally annotated over time. The TagCaptcha system is intended to replace traditional text-based CAPTCHA systems currently used for human verification on the web in the fight against spam.
TAGCAPTCHA
CAPTCHAs (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart) have proven to be a very useful tool in the fight against spam and other automated exploits on the Internet. For example, users registering for or using services such as web-based email accounts, online polls and message forums are often required to correctly answer a word-based CAPTCHA to verify that they are human. By validating that every user is human, the extent to which these services can be exploited for illegitimate purposes is greatly reduced, since most of these exploits are performed automatically by programs.
CAPTCHAs are designed to be difficult to solve automatically yet require relatively little cognitive effort from Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. humans. By inventing CAPTCHAs that require solving specific problems, such as image annotation, it is possible to use this collaborative cognitive effort where it would be otherwise discarded. Most currently employed CAPTCHA systems rely on users interpreting distorted text displayed in small images. Justification rests on the fact that humans can more easily read the text than automated programs. Recently, however, many deployed word-based CAPTCHAs have been broken by sophisticated machine learning attacks [1, 4] .
TagCaptcha is an image-based CAPTCHA where users are presented with a set of images and asked to provide one English free-text word that best describes the corresponding image, be it a general concept or a specific object. Similar to the reCAPTCHA system [3] , a subset of the displayed images is selected from the verification set and has a set of known tags. The remaining subset comprises images for which the annotations are either unknown or pending approval from other users. In this way, the verification images are used to validate whether or not the user is human, and the tag guesses for the unknown images are used to annotate these images. A newly tagged image with no previous tags is promoted to a pending set until it can be verified by another user. Once a particular image has acquired two similar guesses from different users, it is promoted to the verification set, where it is used to control against new annotations. A flow diagram is shown in Figure 1 . For full details of the TagCaptcha system, see [2] .
The demonstration version of TagCaptcha 1 uses a database of 8647 images from the Corel collection spanning 87 image categories, each containing approximately 100 images. Some example categories include: nature textures; tigers; flower closeups; reflective effects; everyday objects; cheetahs, leopards and jaguars; tropical sea life; fabulous fruit; apes; etc. Because some categories contain images which are difficult to describe, for example, images of textures, we manually removed these images to improve usability. The image collection has a vocabulary of 2,353 unique words. Each image has approximately 4 keywords describing the depicted visual content, and therefore a subset of the images can be used to seed the TagCaptcha test as the initial verification set. This set was created by randomly selecting 10% of the images and keeping their original tags. Figure 2 shows the TagCaptcha demonstration interface. Because image thumbnails are used to display the images, the user has the option of moving the mouse cursor over the thumbnail to display a larger version. 
